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Review of our Eighth International Conference on Future Energy 
July 2016 
 
Integrity Research Institute (IRI) has the tradition of presenting the best and latest energy discoveries whether 
in the technical, environmental, space and human health areas. These are the hallmark of our conferences and 
all of us at IRI were very happy to host our Eighth International Conference on Future Energy (COFE8) which 
provided the latest developments on Energy, Propulsion and Bioenergetics with superb speakers together who 
traveled far and wide to attend. We were cosponsored by TeslaTech, LLC who also hosted their ExtraOrdinary 
Technology Conference concurrently in another ballroom down the hall. 
 

 

President Valone, speaking at COFE8. 
 
Our Venue was the Conference Center at the Embassy Suites Hotel in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The 
speakers included an impressive list from many disciplines and areas such as:  Propulsion and Space 
scientists, Wellness Experts, an Award Winning Journalist, University professors, Environmental specialists, 
and private entrepreneurs. 
  
This year in addition to our amazing speakers on energy, bioenergy and propulsion, we had two stellar, 
internationally known plenary speakers: Miss Linda Moulton Howe, award winning journalists and 
Neurosurgeon Dr. Norman Shealy, inventor of the TENS unit and Founder of HOLOS University. If you buy 
any DVD of COFE8, both of their presentations were breathtaking and immensely valuable. 
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Ms. Moulton Howe is an Emmy Award-winning TV producer, 
investigative reporter for radio and internet and author who goes 
directly to the men and women at the forefront of science and 
environmental breakthroughs and to firsthand eyewitnesses of high 
strangeness. Howe has received two dozen TV production and 
journalism awards for excellence. Earthfiles.com received the 2006 
W3 Silver Award for excellence in news category; the 2003 Web 
Award for Standard of Excellence; and the 2000 Encyclopedia 
Britannica Award honoring internet excellence. 
  
Her Friday evening presentation was amazing, with a standing room 
only attendance. For 2 hours, she spoke about the electrogravitics metal pieces recovered at the Roswell 
crash and which have been analyzed and authenticated. She showed reports and pictures of the parts and 
their effects.   She also had film clips of military personnel who shared their experiences and encounters with 
electrogravitic and exoplanetary technology.  After the talk was over, many still surrounded her for another 
hour, asking questions. It was a memorable evening indeed.  
 

 

Linda Moulton Howe during her COFE8 presentation 

 
 
Dr. Norman Shealy, is a neurosurgeon and one of the world's leading experts in stress and pain management 
as well as energy medicine. A true innovator in the field, he holds 10 patents for ground-breaking discoveries 
and has published over 300 articles and 25 books.  He founded the Shealy Institute in 1971, for therapy and 
research of chronic pain. It was the first comprehensive holistic center in the country, resulting in many 
pioneering treatments.  He has helped bridge the gap between holistic and traditional western medicine. His 
website is https://normshealy.com/ and you can subscribe to his Shealy Wellness newsletter that is emailed for 
free on a lot of health and wellness topics. 
 

 

 

 

Linda Moulton Howe with Dr Valone. 

https://www.earthfiles.com/
https://normshealy.com/
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Dr Shealy's presentation was a breakthrough on the 
Biochemistry and Physics of Longevity.  He 
demonstrated how DHEA levels are significant 
indicators of aging, atherosclerosis and reduced 
immune competency. He showed how using his 
methods and various "Rings" including the Ring of Fire, 
we can increase DHEA and calcitonin production 
naturally. He also showed  how he can increase 
regeneration of the DNA's telomeres using 
Transcutaneous acupuncture on the Rings of Fire and 
Crystal.  Also using specific blends of essential oils 
applied to acupuncture points can increase telomere 
length.  Standing ovation from the crowd followed. 
  
Our President Tom Valone, presented on the 

“Applications of Electrogravitics for Advanced Propulsion.” The global prospective toward space propulsion will 
aggressively continue moving forward to develop supremacy in space-oriented technologies creating a more 
competitive international environment allowing far-term ideas to develop within a more near term focus. He 
presented on the innovative theories and concepts in electrogravitics and electrokinetics that could yield 
tremendous technological and economic dividends in both investments dollars and potential applications for 
future generations. 
   
Another groundbreaking presentation was by long time IRI Supporter and Board 
Member, Dr. Elliott  Maynard.  His presentation entitled "Brave New Mind: Future 
Science for a New Biosphere” was introduced by his colleague Ms. Karen Reider 
and his video presentation was amazing.  His book  on the topic is also  available 
and we encourage all who are interested in the future of our planet to get one!  
  
Mike Gamble, last year disclosed the use of Gyros and Inertial Propulsion by 
BOEING, in all their Space Satellites. This year he presented another amazing 
finding, that of the famous Tesla Electric Pierce Arrow Car.  The web has many 
stories about it, some real, some false about how it operated.   Slide after slides 
Mike provided specifications and measurements that proved Tesla could have 
accomplished this by reverse engineering it. He even produced a small working 
model.  All his work is also included in our latest book: Nikola Tesla Electricity 
Unplugged: Wireless Transmission of Power as the Master of Lightning Intended. 
 

Tim Wilson, another long time IRI supporter presented 
his astounding slide presentation on the “Dumbbell 
Atom: Building Blocks of Matter Replicated.”  He has 
built and replicated more free energy  devices and 
magnetic motor than perhaps any other person we 
know! His presentation showed how magnetic structures 
resemble the cells structure and that there seems to be 
some kind of an "atomic glue" that holds all matter 
together. 
  
His slides show all his replications and measurements 
he has performed for years. He even gave a 
demonstration and you can see it on the recorded talk 
  

Dr Robert DeBiase had an excellent presentation on his Quantum  Fire Project  related to Casimir forces.  He 
proposed many convincing equations and is working on a prototype model which shows intriguing effects. 

 

 

Norm Shealy, explaining the Ring of Fire. 
 

 

 

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012LrQKA_NjsiIO1kvpT6fIOKmiw5yIHMNp_eX8GseJYoIDz_2v1_los768OGOaDgRjqOm6qOazGmUDTLKbbxSzzAsTCDUGxOo4fwW8KKsLKlgS1WuwSFxB1hAqn1YOBnsp3NVFjSSH9Y1uuy5Avlq6ssJMjFNjo60LmZxktAG5XD42loNuJhLdOsfTga7lAhoF2eLxQzh5Ji3umAvkaChAVnXnWNi4L_pSG8d0FnqKb0EbfDlPO0kG7UcnNHZO__W&c=969YDOU0EWHObieAzboWM2eqPbl6bukKEIWOm6jaRHaGjqYhZPm2vQ==&ch=MJP29LxMRjxtTCZFe7VAzSWODVg-TNZ43XZwtj17zbSYy5wmsu1LZw==
http://www.adventuresunlimitedpress.com/proddetail.php?prod=NTEU
http://www.adventuresunlimitedpress.com/proddetail.php?prod=NTEU
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0012LrQKA_NjsiIO1kvpT6fIOKmiw5yIHMNp_eX8GseJYoIDz_2v1_los768OGOaDgRjqOm6qOazGmUDTLKbbxSzzAsTCDUGxOo4fwW8KKsLKlgS1WuwSFxB1hAqn1YOBnsp3NVFjSSH9Y1uuy5Avlq6ssJMjFNjo60LmZxktAG5XD42loNuJhLdOsfTga7lAhoF2eLxQzh5Ji3umAvkaChAVnXnWNi4L_pSG8d0FnqKb0EbfDlPO0kG7UcnNHZO__W&c=969YDOU0EWHObieAzboWM2eqPbl6bukKEIWOm6jaRHaGjqYhZPm2vQ==&ch=MJP29LxMRjxtTCZFe7VAzSWODVg-TNZ43XZwtj17zbSYy5wmsu1LZw==
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Dr. Thorsten Ludwig, from Germany presenting his latest findings on the "Energy Extraction and 
Detection  with Zero Point Energy, Magnetism and Consciousness, a breakthrough presentation indeed! 
  
Moray King gave his amazing presentation on Nanobubbles and Nanocavity Plasma, including many videos on 
breakthroughs taking place in Japan. 
  
Donald Reed, presented his scholarly paper on the Stueckelberg Off-Mass Shell Model for Particle interaction 
and how it supports Low energy nuclear reactions. 
  
William Alek gave two excellent presentation  on Antigravity and 
Faster than Light modifications  and the second on how to construct 
Free Energy devices. 
  
Stephen Weingandt  presented on a the technology that helps with 
car mileage and water irrigation, for a healthy environment. 
  
All who attended COFE8 carried back with them the latest and most 
invaluable information on Energy, Propulsion and Bioenergetics. If 
you would like to order the any of the presentations, please order 
them on our website. 
 
COFE8 DVDs now available for sale. Visit www.IntegrityResearchInstitute.org to order any DVD(s). 
Specify in comment field, speakers you want to order. The complete list from 2016 COFE8 is below: 

1. Thomas Valone PhD - Electrogravitics & Electrokinetics Propulsion 
2. Mike Gamble - The Real Tesla Car Motor, Batteries not Required 
3. William Alek#1 – Inertial/Gravitational Mass Modification 
4. Thorsten Ludwig PhD – Energy Extraction with ZPE and Magnetism 
5. Steven Weigandt MS – New Solutions for you! 
6. Moray King – Nanobubble Revolution and Nanocavity Plasma 
7. Robert DeBiase – Quantum Fire Project 
8. Tim Wilson – Monopole Magnet Dumbbell 
9. David Froning – Faster than Light Experiments Simulations 
10. Don Reed – Stueckelberg Off Mass Shell Model  
11. Linda Moulton Howe – Electrogravitics Potential of Laminated Metals (2 Hrs) 
12. Norman Shealy MD#1 – The Basis for Longevity 
13. Norman Shealy MD#2 -  Biochemistry and Physics of Longevity 
14. Bob Boyce – Battery Smacker & Water Smacker 
15. William Alek#2 - Constructing Free Energy Devices 

Lastly, please note a new video service is now available: If you would like to watch  a free sample on Vimeo 
of COFE7 from 2015 visit https://vimeo.com/ondemand/etc2015 for purchase or even RENTAL of any video 
from COFE7. Others will be added soon.  

 

 

 

http://www.integrityresearchinstitute.org/
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/etc2015

